**Kitchen Knives & Tools**

**RM108.90 per set**
**SS/KNIFE6**
6pcs Non-stick Stainless Steel Hollow Handle Knife Set

**RM72.90 per set**
**BD/KNIFE6**
6pcs Black Diamond Stainless Steel Non-stick Knife Set

**RM16.80 per unit**
**TT**
18/8 Stainless Steel Multipurpose Tong Cum Turner

**RM18.00 per pc**
**SHARPENER**
Giacomo Round Sharpening Steel

**RM54.90 per unit**
**HD/C8**
8" Heavy Duty Chopper with Pakkawood Handle

**RM18.90 per pc**
**HD/STUR**
Heavy Duty Slotted Fish Turner

**RM15.60 per pc**
**HD/TUR**
Heavy Duty Stainless Steel Turner
**Kitchen Knives**

**RM73.80** per set
**SS/KNIFE4**
4pcs Stainless Steel Hollow Handle Knife Set
- 1 8" Chef Knife
- 1 7" Chopper
- 1 5" Utility Knife
- 1 3.5" Paring Knife

**RM39.90** per set
**FG/KNIFE4**
Fruit Garden 4pcs Decorated Stainless Steel Knife Set
- 1 Cleaver
- 1 Chef Knife
- 1 Utility Knife
- 1 Paring Knife

**RM33.60** per set
**SCUTTER**
Smart Cutter with Cutting Board

**RM15.60** per set
**PK2-12PC**
12pcs 2.6" Paring Knife Set

**RM49.90** per set
**KNIFE4**
4pcs Knife Set
- 1 3.5" Paring Knife
- 1 5" Utility Knife
- 1 8" Chef Knife
- Bamboo Cutting Board

**RM18.00** per set
**VK5-6PC**
6pcs 5" Serrated Vegetable Knife Set
**Kitchen Knives**

- **RM59.90** per set
  - K6/BL
  - 6pcs Knife Set

- **RM59.90** per set
  - K6/TT
  - 6pcs Knife Set

- **RM54.90** per set
  - K5/V
  - 5pcs Stainless Steel Knife Set

- **RM84.00** per set
  - K7/R
  - 7pcs Stainless Steel Knife Set with Non Stick Coating
    - 1 Cleaver Knife
    - 1 Chef Knife
    - 1 Slicer
    - 1 Bread Knife
    - 1 Utility Knife
    - 1 Peeler
    - 1 Red Block Stand

- **RM82.00** per set
  - K7/V
  - 7pcs Stainless Steel Knife Set
    - 1 Cleaver Knife
    - 1 Chef Knife
    - 1 Carving Knife
    - 1 Bread Knife
    - 1 Utility Knife
    - 1 Peeler
    - Violet Block Stand

**Non Stick Coated Blade for Easy Cleaning**

**Mix and Match Any Utensils in Kitchen In This Easy To Clean Block**
RM72.90 per set
PB/KNIFE6
Pearly Bloom 6pcs Decorated Non-stick Stainless Steel Knife Set

RM72.90 per set
GN/KNIFE6
Gianora 6pcs Decorated Non-stick Stainless Steel Knife Set

RM72.90 per set
ID/KNIFE6
Indiana 6pcs Decorated Non-stick Stainless Steel Knife Set

RM72.90 per set
KM/KNIFE6
Kimaya 6pcs Decorated Non-stick Stainless Steel Knife Set
**Kitchen Knives**

**RM19.80 per set**
**RD/KNIFE**
**Rose Delight 2pcs**
**Decorated Cake Server Set**
- Decorated on both sides
- 1 8” Cake Knife
- 1 5.5” Cake Server

**BUY SMART**
**RD/KNIFE+RD/KNIFE6**
**COMBO SET**
**Only RM79.90 RD/KCOMBO**

**RM72.90 per set**
**RD/KNIFE6**
**Rose Delight 6pcs Decorated Stainless Steel Knife Set**
- 1 7” Chopper
- 1 8” Chef Knife
- 1 5” Utility Knife
- 1 3.5” Paring Knife
- 1 8” Shears
- 1 Block Stand

**RM54.90 per set**
**OC/KNIFE5**
**5pcs Ocarina Decorated Stainless Steel Knife Set**
- 1 7” Chopper
- 1 8” Chef Knife
- 1 3.5” Paring Knife
- 1 5” Utility Knife
- 1 7.5” Carving Knife

**RM54.90 per set**
**PPY/KNIFE5**
**5pcs Purple Peony Decorated Stainless Steel Knife Set**
- 1 7” Chopper
- 1 8” Chef Knife
- 1 3.5” Paring Knife
- 1 5” Utility Knife
- 1 7.5” Carving Knife

**RM59.90 per set**
**KNIFE7**
**7pcs Knife Set**
- 1 7” Chopping Knife
- 1 Shear
- 1 Chef Knife
- 1 Bread Knife
- 1 Steak Knife
- 1 Paring Knife
- 1 Wooden Block (Stand)

**RM39.90 per set**
**BR/KNIFE5**
**5pcs Blue Rose Nonstick Knife Set**

For illustration only
**Kitchen Knives**

**RM72.90 per set**
PR/KNIFE6
6pcs Decorated Stainless Steel Knife Set
- 1 7" Chopper
- 1 8" Chef Knife
- 1 5" Utility Knife
- 1 3.5" Paring Knife
- 1 8" Shears
- 1 Block Stand

**RM19.80 per set**
PR/C KNIFE
2pcs Decorated Cake Server Set
- Decorated on both sides
- 1 8" Cake Knife
- 1 5.5" Cake Server

**BUY SMART**
PR/C KNIFE & PR/KNIFE6
COMBO SET
Only RM79.90 PR/KCOMBO

**RM19.80 per set**
EXS/C KNIFE
2pcs Excelsia Decorated Cake Server Set
- Decorated on both sides
- 1 8" Cake Knife
- 1 5.5" Cake Server

**RM19.80 per set**
MJS/C KNIFE
Majestic Rose 2pcs Decorated Cake Server Set
- Decorated on both sides
- 1 8" Cake Knife
- 1 5.5" Cake Server

**RM19.80 per set**
MTS/C KNIFE
2pcs Matissa Decorated Cake Server Set
- Decorated on both sides
- 1 8" Cake Knife
- 1 5.5" Cake Server

**RM89.00 per set**
CBOARD
2 side Chopping Board
(Stainless Steel Surface and Hardened Plastic Surface)
Size: 44cm x 31cm
Thickness: 1.2cm
Shears and Knives

RM16.80 per pc
CK8
8” Chef Knife

RM8.40 per pc
PK35
3.5” Paring Knife

RM8.90 per pc
VK5
5” Vegetable Knife

RM8.90 per pc
UK5
5” Utility Knife

RM22.80 per unit
KSCISSOR
Removable Blade Scissors

RM15.60 per unit
SANKNIFE5
5” Santoku Knife

RM17.90 per unit
BKNIFE8
8” Bread Knife

RM12.90 per unit
PKNIFE3
3” Paring Knife

RM17.90 per unit
CVKNIFE8
8” Carving Knife

RM18.90 per unit
SANKNIFE7
7” Japanese Santoku Knife
Knives

RM12.00 per unit
BL-C123-2
8” Carving Knife

RM18.00 per unit
BL-C123-10
7” Chopper

RM18.00 per unit
BL-C008-1
8” Chef Knife

RM12.00 per unit
BL-C008-3
8” Bread Knife

RM9.00 per unit
BL-C008-8
5” Utility Knife

RM14.40 per unit
BL-C008-4
6” Cook Knife

RM18.00 per unit
BL-C008-6
7” Santoku Knife

RM15.00 per unit
BL-C008-7
5” Santoku Knife

RM15.00 per unit
BL-C008-10
6.5” Chopper
Knives

RM15.00 per unit
BL-C118-2
8" CARVING KNIFE

RM12.00 per unit
BL-C118-4
6" Boning Knife

RM15.00 per unit
BL-C118-1
8" Chef Knife

RM7.00 per pc
BL-C008-W-5
3.5" Paring Knife

RM12.90 per unit
BL-C008-W-1
8" Carving Knife

RM12.00 per unit
BL-C008-W-2
8" Chef Knife

RM12.00 per unit
BL-C008-W-3
8" Bread Knife
**Kitchen Tools**

**RM5.40 per pc**
**PEELER1**
Peeler

**RM6.30 per pc**
**PEELER2**
Peeler Shredder

**RM7.90 per pc**
**TONG75**
Stainless Steel Tong

**RM19.80 per set**
**T-Strainer**
3pcs Stainless Steel Tea Strainer Set

**RM16.00 per set**
**ECUTTER**
Egg Cutter/ Slicer

**RM6.30 per pc**
**CAN**
Stainless Steel Can Opener

**RM59.90 per set**
**HN/TOOL7**
7pcs Heart Nylon Cooking Tool Set
- 1 Conventional Turner
- 1 Skimmer
- 1 Slotted Turner
- 1 Soup Ladle
- 1 Spaghetti Server
- 1 Spoon
- 1 Stand

**RM46.80 per set**
**TOOL7**
7pcs Nylon Cooking Tools Set
- 1 Conventional Turner
- 1 Skimmer
- 1 Slotted Turner
- 1 Soup Ladle
- 1 Spaghetti Server
- 1 Spoon
- 1 Stand

**RM59.90 per set**
**TOOL6**
6pcs Nylon Cooking Tools Set with Integrated Tool Rest
- 1 Conventional Turner
- 1 Skimmer
- 1 Soup Ladle
- 1 Spaghetti Server
- 1 Spoon
- 1 Stand with Detachable Grater
**Kitchen Aids**

**RM39.90 per set**
3T/TC-B
3-Tier Tiffin Carrier - Blue

**RM35.40 per set**
SCJ-230
230ml Mini Copper

**RM34.50 per set**
SCJ-2
Mini Chopper

**RM57.00 per set**
SCJ-3
Chef Mini Blender + Chopper

**RM59.90 per unit**
EK9450
Kitchen Scale
Maximum: 5kg

**RM63.90 per unit**
EB9061
Bathroom Scale
Maximum: 150kg/ 330lb
- Always use the scale on solid and flat surface
- Avoid contact with acid/ citrus juice
- Clean scale with a slightly damp cloth
- Do not strike or drop the scale

**RM63.90 per unit**
EB9361
Bathroom Scale
Maximum: 150kg/ 330lb

**RM75.00 per unit**
EK6750
Kitchen Scale/ Measuring Mug
Capacity: 1500ml/ 48oz
**RM128.00 per unit**
GPASTA
Giacomo Detachable Noodle Machine

**RM139.90 per set**
NPASTA/R
Red New Design Pasta Machine (with Detachable Aluminium Cutter)

**RM139.90 per set**
NPASTA/P
Pink New Design Pasta Machine (with Detachable Aluminium Cutter)

**RM39.90 per unit**
BISCUIT/R
Biscuit/ Cookie Maker

**RM93.90 per set**
QK-3
Meat Mincer
Giacomo Stainless Steel Cutlery

RM45.00 per 6pcs
F/SSPOON
Serving Spoon

RM38.90 per 12pcs
F/TSPoon
Tea Spoon

RM38.90 per 12pcs
F/CFORk
Cake Fork

RM59.90 per 12pcs
F/SOSPOON
Soup Spoon

RM59.90 per 12pcs
F/DFORK
Dessert Fork

RM45.00 per 6pcs
MA/SSPOON
Serving Spoon

RM38.90 per doz
MA/DFORK
Dessert Fork

RM59.90 per doz
MA/TSPoon
Tea Spoon

RM38.90 per doz
MA/CFORK
Cake Fork

RM59.90 per doz
MA/DSPoon
Dessert Spoon

RM49.90 per set
B/KNIFE
6pcs Boston Dessert Knife

RM38.90 per doz
B/CFORK
Boston Cake Fork
Garlande Design Stainless Steel Cutlery

**RM59.90 per 12pcs**  
G/DSPOON  
Dessert Spoon

**RM59.90 per 12pcs**  
G/DFORK  
Dessert Fork

**RM38.90 per 12pcs**  
G/TSPoon  
Teaspoon

**RM38.90 per 12pcs**  
G/CFORK  
Cake Fork

**RM49.90 per 6pcs**  
G/SSPOON  
Serving Spoon

Joko Design Stainless Steel Cutlery

**RM59.90 per 12pcs**  
J/DSPOON  
Dessert Spoon

**RM59.90 per 12pcs**  
J/DFORK  
Dessert Fork

**RM38.90 per 12pcs**  
J/TSPoon  
Teaspoon

**RM38.90 per 12pcs**  
J/CFORK  
Cake Fork

**RM49.90 per 6pcs**  
J/SSPOON  
Serving Spoon

**RM59.90 per 12pcs**  
J/SOSPOON  
Soup Spoon